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Abstract. We consider the problem of minimizing the number of wavelength interchangers in the design of wide-sense nonblocking crossconnects for wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) optical networks.
The problem is modeled as a graph theoretic problem that we call dynamic edge coloring. In dynamic edge coloring the nodes of a graph are
ﬁxed but edges appear and disappear, and must be colored at the time
of appearance without assigning the same color to adjacent edges.
For wide-sense nonblocking WDM cross-connects with k input and k
output ﬁbers, it is straightforward to show that 2k−1 wavelength interchangers are always suﬃcient. We show that there is a constant c > 0
such that if there are at least ck2 wavelengths then 2k−1 wavelength interchangers are also necessary. This improves previous exponential bounds.
When there are only 2 or 3 wavelengths available, we show that far fewer
than 2k−1 wavelength interchangers are needed. However we also prove
that for any ε > 0 and k > 1/2ε, if the number of wavelengths is at least
1/ε2 then 2(1−ε)k wavelength interchangers are needed.

1

Introduction

A wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) network employs multiple wavelengths in order to carry many channels in an optical ﬁber. A WDM network
contains places at which multiple ﬁbers come together. At these places, channels that have previously been routed along the same ﬁber may each need to be
moved to diﬀerent ﬁbers and possibly also change wavelengths. Switching is, ideally, done by a WDM cross-connect that allows each incoming input channel to
be routed to any (unused) output channel. To do this the cross-connect requires,
among other things, expensive components called wavelength interchangers that
permute the wavelengths on a ﬁber in any desired manner.
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Over time, the demands on the network change. Some connections are no
longer needed and requests are made to add new connections. Any ﬁber in the
network with an available wavelength can handle the addition of a new request by
routing it on the unused wavelength. However, at cross-connects the interactions
between requests can be more complicated. A cross-connect is said to be widesense nonblocking if there is an on-line algorithm that assures that it can always
meet demands. (This is weaker than strictly nonblocking where the demands are
never blocked even when previous demands have been routed arbitrarily).
Our goal here is to minimize the number of wavelength interchangers in
the design of a wide-sense nonblocking cross-connect with k input ﬁbers and k
output ﬁbers. It is easily seen that 2k−1 wavelength interchangers suﬃce, even
with greedy routing; we show that there is a constant c > 0 so that with ck 2
wavelengths, 2k−1 wavelength interchangers are necessary as well, regardless of
the routing algorithm. This improves previous exponential bounds.
On the positive side, in the case where there are only 2 or 3 wavelengths there
is a signiﬁcant reduction in the number of wavelength interchangers required.
However, we also show that for any ε > 0 and k > 1/2ε, if there are at least
1/ε2 wavelengths then 2(1−ε)k wavelength interchangers are necessary.
This WDM cross-connect problem is shown to be equivalent to a dynamic
edge coloring problem for bipartite multigraphs and the results are stated and
derived in terms of this edge coloring problem.

2

Wavelength Division Multiplexing

In wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) an optical ﬁber or other medium
carries many channels at once, subject to the constraint that each employs a different wavelength from some ﬁxed set of Λ wavelengths. WDM systems greatly
increase the available bandwidth of existing facilities, and are rapidly proliferating; systems with 80 wavelengths are becoming commonplace and systems with
thousands are being contemplated.
Optimal use of bandwidth in a WDM network requires switches that can
change the wavelength, as well as the ﬁber, on which a channel is carried [13, 14,
7, 16, 17]. A k × k WDM cross-connect should in theory be able to dynamically
route up to Λk incoming channels on k ﬁbers in any speciﬁed way onto k outgoing
ﬁbers, subject to the constraint that no two channels of the same wavelength are
output on the same ﬁber. When the cross-connect is in operation, “demands”
arrive and depart, and must be handled without knowledge of the future; each
demand consists of an input channel (that is, an input ﬁber and a wavelength)
and an output channel to which it must be linked.
The cost of a WDM cross-connect is dominated by the cost of the components, called “wavelength interchangers”, that permute wavelengths on a ﬁber
[23]. Thus our goal is to study WDM cross-connect designs that minimize the
number of wavelength interchangers required to achieve certain nonblocking
properties.
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Fig. 1. A WDM split cross-connect with k input ﬁbers and k output ﬁbers
We consider an important class of WDM cross-connects known as split crossconnects, illustrated in Figure 1. In such cross-connects, any input channel can
be routed to any wavelength interchanger not currently servicing a demand with
the same input wavelength; and similarly any output channel can be routed
from any wavelength interchanger not servicing a demand of the same output
wavelength, regardless of how any previous demands have been routed [19, 20].
Thus in order to satisfy a demand the only decision necessary is to choose which
available wavelength interchanger to use.
A demand for a connection from input channel I to output channel O is said
to be valid if neither I nor O is part of an already routed demand. Demands for
connections are requested and withdrawn over time. The nonblocking properties
of a split WDM cross-connect are said to be rearrangeably, wide-sense or strictly
nonblocking where
(i) “rearrangeably nonblocking” means that there exists an available wavelength
interchanger to service any valid demand although the wavelength interchangers assigned to currently routed demands might have to be changed;
(ii) “wide-sense nonblocking” means that there exists an algorithm that always
ﬁnds an available wavelength interchanger to service a valid demand assuming that all current assignments of wavelength interchangers to demands
have been done using the same algorithm; and
(iii) “strictly nonblocking” means that there always exists an available wavelength interchanger to service any valid demand irrespective of how the previous assignments of wavelength interchangers to demands was performed.
The question of whether weakening the nonblocking constraint on traditional
(i.e. non-WDM) cross-connects allows for less complex designs has been well
studied. In traditional cross-connect design, the goal is to minimize the size of
the cross-connect (i.e. the number of edges in the directed graph representing
the connectivity in the cross-connect), and nonblocking properties are concerned
with being able to route a valid demand avoiding edges used by previous demands. In this case, it has been shown that Ω(k log k) is a lower bound on the
size of a wide-sense nonblocking cross-connect [21] (in fact, it is actually shown
to be a lower bound for the weaker rearrangeably nonblocking constraint). Also,
it is known that O(k log k) is an upper bound for strictly nonblocking cross-
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connects [2] (and hence also an upper bound for wide-sense nonblocking crossconnects). That is, these bounds are tight (up to a constant factor) for both
wide-sense and strictly nonblocking cross-connects and so there is no reduction
in the size of a cross-connect to be gained by relaxing the nonblocking constraint
to wide-sense. However, for more general kinds of demands (e.g. multicast demands, as in [3, 9]), there is a reduction in the required size of a wide-sense
nonblocking cross-connect compared to a strictly nonblocking cross-connect.
Thus in the case of WDM cross-connects, it is again natural to study whether
the weaker nonblocking properties allow for more eﬃcient designs. It has been
shown that for rearrangeably nonblocking split WDM cross-connects, k wavelength interchangers are necessary and suﬃcient [23]. The stronger property of
strictly nonblocking was shown to have upper and lower bounds of 2k−1 wavelength interchangers [19]. We consider the question of where the bounds for
the intermediate case of wide-sense nonblocking lie. We begin by deﬁning an
equivalent graph edge coloring problem and then present our technical results
in terms of the edge coloring problem.

3

The Graph-Theoretic Model

A graph here consists of a set of nodes and a multiset of edges; if there is at most
one edge for each pair of nodes, we say that the graph is simple. In a dynamic
graph edges appear and disappear over time (see Section 5 for the precise deﬁnition). An algorithm for edge coloring a dynamic graph must assign a color to
each new edge presented without any knowledge of future additions or deletions.
At all times adjacent edges must have diﬀerent colors. The goal of the algorithm
is to minimize the total number of colors ever assigned to edges of the graph.
Determining the number of necessary wavelength interchangers in a widesense nonblocking cross-connect can be cast as an edge coloring problem for
dynamic bipartite graphs of ﬁxed maximum degree. The set A of nodes on the
left side of the graph represents the set of wavelengths available on each of the
input ﬁbers; the set B of nodes on the right side represents the set of wavelengths
available on the output ﬁbers. We deﬁne n = max(|A|, |B|) to be the size of the
graph. (Normally the set of input wavelengths and the set of output wavelengths
are the same, thus the bipartition is balanced.) An edge {u, v} is present if there
is currently a request on the cross-connect from some input ﬁber to some output
ﬁber such that the request starts on wavelength u and ends on wavelength v.
The color assigned to the edge represents the wavelength interchanger that the
demand is routed through.
Since the inexpensive part of the cross-connect can route channels to and from
the wavelength interchangers arbitrarily, the identities of the input and output
ﬁbers for a particular demand are not needed for the graph model. However, the
number of input (or output) ﬁbers is critical because it bounds the number of
channels of a given wavelength, thus the degree of the graph.
Figure 2 shows a 2 × 2 cross-connect with 3 wavelength interchangers handling 4 wavelengths. Figure 3 shows the corresponding graph, with n = 4 nodes
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Fig. 2. A 2 × 2 cross-connect with 4 wavelengths and 3 wavelength interchangers
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Fig. 3. The graph corresponding to the cross-connect in Figure 2
on a side and maximum degree ∆ = 2. We have labeled the wavelengths (and
nodes) numerically, and the wavelength interchangers (and colors) by letters a,
b and c. Table 1 shows a mapping of terminology and notation between WDM
cross-connects and the graph model.
Obviously at least ∆ colors will be necessary to edge color a dynamic graph
if a node can have as many as ∆ incident edges; on the other hand with 2∆−1
colors the colorer can employ any strategy and will never be stymied. We show in
Section 6.1 that for every edge coloring algorithm there exists a dynamic graph
with only O(∆2 ) nodes that requires 2∆ − 1 colors. This result holds also for
simple graphs.
This raises the question of whether smaller dynamic graphs require fewer
than 2∆ − 1 colors. In Section 6.2 we consider bipartite dynamic graphs with
very few nodes. These graphs can be edge colored with substantially fewer than
2∆ − 1 colors. In particular, dynamic graphs with 2 nodes on each side of the
bipartition can be edge colored with 3∆/2 colors and this bound is tight. For
bipartite dynamic graphs with 3 nodes on each side, 15∆/8 colors suﬃce and
there is a lower bound of 7∆/4. Due to space constraints, we omit all proofs in
Section 6.2.
This leaves open the question of how many colors are necessary when the
number of nodes in the graph is between a small constant and O(∆2 ). In Section 6.3 we provide a lower bound of 2(1− ε)∆ colors for graphs with at least
1/ε2 nodes.
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Table 1. Mapping of terminology and notation of WDM cross-connects and
graph model
WDM cross-connects
graph model
Λ = # of wavelengths
n = max(|A|, |B|)
demand
edge
k = # input/output ﬁbers ∆ = maximum node degree
# wavelength interchangers
# edge colors

4

Edge Coloring of Graphs

A proper edge coloring of a graph G requires that adjacent edges be assigned
distinct colors. The minimum number of colors needed to color the edges of
a graph, usually called the chromatic index, is a classical graph parameter that
has been studied extensively; see e.g. [4] or [12]. König [15] showed that every
bipartite graph with maximum degree ∆ has chromatic index at most ∆; Vizing [22] proved that every simple graph with maximum degree ∆ has chromatic
index either ∆ or ∆+ 1. Even so, for many classes of graphs, determining the
exact chromatic index is NP-complete [11, 5, 10].
More recently this problem has been considered in settings in which the entire
graph is not known in advance. One such body of work considers constrained edge
colorings in which a partially colored graph is given as input. The remaining
edges must be legally colored without ever re-coloring any edges [13, 14, 7, 16,
17, 6]. In the more standard version of the on-line edge coloring problem, the
graph is presented one edge (or node) at a time and each edge must be colored by
the algorithm as it is presented. Favrholdt and Nielsen [8] consider on-line edge
coloring with a ﬁxed number of colors, the goal being to color as many edges
as


possible. Bar-Noy et al. [1] provide a graph of maximum degree ∆ and O( 2∆−1
∆ )
nodes for which any on-line edge coloring algorithm requires 2∆−1 colors; this
implies that for graphs with n nodes and O(log n) maximum degree one can do
no better than the greedy on-line coloring algorithm in the worst-case.

5

Problem Definitions

Let δE (v) be the degree of node v given a set E of edges. Given a set N of nodes
and a maximum degree ∆ deﬁne a set of edges E to be valid if and only if
1. for any {u, v} ∈ E, u, v ∈ N ;
2. for any v ∈ N , δE (v) ≤ ∆.
Let the edge sequence E = (E1 , E2 , . . .) be a sequence of valid edge sets Ei . We
deﬁne a dynamic graph G(N, ∆, E) to be the sequence of graphs (G1 , G2 . . .)
such that Gt = (N, Et ). We assume that G starts as just the set N of nodes and
deﬁne E0 = ∅ to be the initial set of edges.
A coloring C assigns a color C(e) to each edge e. We deﬁne C = (C1 , C2 . . .)
to be a proper coloring of G if for any i
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1. Ci is a proper coloring of Gi ;
2. for any e such that e ∈ Ei−1 and e ∈ Ei , Ci−1 (e) = Ci (e).
If the node set N consists of “left nodes” from a set A and “right nodes”
from a set B, and all edges connect a node from A with a node from B, then
the dynamic graph is bipartite and we write G(A, B, ∆, E) instead of G(N, ∆, E).
All of the dynamic graphs we construct here are bipartite, on account of our
intended application.
Our lower bounds apply to any algorithm, deterministic or randomized. However, the dynamic graph that witnesses the lower bound may depend on past
choices made by the algorithm. Thus it is possible that there exists a randomized
algorithm whose expected performance is not governed by our lower bounds.

6

New Results

We begin by showing that for every edge coloring algorithm there exists a dynamic graph with O(∆2 ) nodes that requires 2∆−1 colors.
6.1

A Lower Bound for Polynomial Size Graphs

We show that for any edge coloring algorithm there is a dynamic bipartite graph
G(A, B, ∆, E) with max(|A|, |B|) = n = ( 14 + o(1))∆2 such that the algorithm
must use 2∆−1 colors to edge color G.
Deﬁne the spectrum S(v) of a node v to be the set of colors of its incident
edges. We say that a node is full if its degree is ∆, i.e. |S(v)| = ∆.
We begin by showing that if there is some edge sequence that at some time
results in a graph with a particular property then for any edge coloring algorithm
we can construct an edge sequence that will require 2∆−1 colors.
Lemma 1. Let G = G(A, B, ∆, E) be a dynamic bipartite graph that has been
colored so that at a certain stage j, Gj (A, B, Ej ) has m = 1 + log2 ∆ full nodes
with the same spectrum S where
1. one of the m points (say, x) is on one side of the bipartition, the rest
(y1 , . . . , ym−1 ) are all on the other side;
2. there are currently no edges between x and any of the yi .
Then for any edge coloring algorithm there is an edge sequence E  = (E1 , E2 , . . .)
where Er = Er for r = 1, 2, . . . , j such that the algorithm will require 2∆−1 colors
to edge color G(A, B, ∆, E  ).
Proof. The edge sequence E  is deﬁned for Er , 1 ≤ r ≤ j and now we describe
which edges are to be deleted and which edges are to be added to progress from

for i ≥ j. Consider any edge coloring algorithm and let Ci be the
Ei to Ei+1
coloring of the edges of Ei by that algorithm.
Deﬁne Si (v) to be the spectrum of node v according to Ci . Let Ti := Si (x)∩S
and ti := |Ti |/2. Let Xi and Yi be disjoint subsets of Ti of size ti . To deﬁne
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Ei+1
from Ei , delete the edges of Ei incident to x whose colors lie in Xi , and
the edges of Ei incident to yi−j whose colors lie in Yi . Notice that even after
removing these edges, the union of the current spectrums of x and yi−j still
contains S. Replace the removed edges by ti new edges from x to yi−j . Notice
that all of their colors must lie outside the set S, thus Si+1 (x) now has ti new
colors.

is such that |Ti+1 | = |Ti |/2 so that after precisely m − 1 =
Thus Ci+1
log2 ∆ stages we have |Tj+m−1 | = 1, thus |Sj+m−1 (x) ∪ S| = 2∆−1. The total
✷
number of nodes originally required is thus m = 1 + log2 ∆ .

Now what remains for us to show is that for any edge coloring algorithm
we can deﬁne E1 , E2 , . . . , Ej so that the edge coloring algorithm will either use
all 2∆ − 1 colors or force the conditions stated in Lemma 1. In what follows,
when we speak of edges being colored we mean by some arbitrary edge coloring
algorithm.
We choose opposing nodes x and y, connect by ∆ edges, and name the
resulting colors 1 through ∆. These will be called the light colors. Colors ∆
through 2∆−1 are said to be dark. Note that color ∆ is both light and dark and
thus there are at most ∆ − 1 colors that are only light and at most ∆ − 1 colors
that are only dark.
Next we choose ∆ new points on each side, say u1 through u∆ on the left
and v1 through v∆ on the right, and connect completely to form a copy of the
complete ∆ × ∆ bipartite graph, K∆,∆ . Suppose ﬁrst that at least 3/4 of the
colors of these ∆2 edges are dark.
Then we proceed to construct a point with completely dark spectrum, which,
in combination with the {x, y} edges, uses all colors. To do this, we direct our
attention to new nodes w1 , w2 , . . . , wk on the right, and successively connect all
the ui ’s to w1 , then to w2 etc., each time discarding the light edges and keeping
the dark ones. Since there are only ∆ − 1 colors that are not dark and we add
∆ edges to each wi , at least one new dark edge must appear each time. Hence,
after k = ∆2 /4 iterations some ui must be full and dark, and so all 2∆−1 colors
are being used.
If, on the other hand, more than 1/4 of the K∆,∆ edge colors are light,
we construct instead a light point. Again we successively connect all the ui ’s
to w1 , w2 , . . . , wk , this time discarding the dark edges and keeping the light
ones. Here, however, we gain at least 3 light edges per wi since if wi has only
one light incident edge we already have all the colors, and if it has just two light
colors then we do the following: we remove one of the light edges {x, y} that
has the same color as one of the edges incident with wi . We delete the other
edge incident with wi having a light color. Note that the spectra of x and wi are
disjoint and together consist of 2∆−2 colors. We then add a new edge {x, wi }
and this edge must be given a color diﬀerent from the 2∆−2 colors in the spectra
of x and wi and so all 2∆−1 colors will be used.
Hence after only k = ( 13 )(3∆2 /4) iterations we have a light point, say u1 ,
among the ui ’s; replace u1 by u1 and continue until there are 1 + log2 ∆ light
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points. Each time a light point is replaced ∆ light edges are lost from the current
batch of ui ’s and ui ’s, so altogether ∆2 /4 + ∆ log2 ∆ wi ’s may be needed.
Either way we have n = ( 14 + o(1))∆2 .
Combining this construction with Lemma 1 (using x or y as the “lonely”
point, as necessary) allows us to conclude the following.
Theorem 1. For any edge coloring algorithm, there is a dynamic bipartite graph
G(A, B, ∆, E) with max(|A|, |B|) = n where n = ( 14 + o(1))∆2 such that the edge
coloring algorithm must use at least 2∆−1 colors to color G. (Thus, in particular,
a k × k wide-sense nonblocking cross-connect in an n-wavelength system requires
a full complement of 2k−1 wavelength interchangers.)
A similar argument gives the same result for simple graphs, however the constant
factor in n = O(∆2 ) is larger than 1/4 + o(1).
Given the result of Theorem 1 it is natural to ask whether for all edge coloring
algorithms and all n, there exists a dynamic graph of size n with maximum degree
∆ that requires 2∆−1 colors to be edge colored. The following results show that
for small graphs strictly fewer than 2∆−1 colors are suﬃcient.
6.2

Small Bipartite Graphs Need Fewer Colors

We address the case of dynamic bipartite graphs G(A, B, ∆, E) with n = |A| =
|B| nodes where n is small, i.e. n = 2 or n = 3. For n = 2 there is an algorithm
that uses at most 3∆/2 colors and for n = 3 there is an algorithm that uses
at most 15∆/8 colors. We then consider lower bounds for these two cases. We
assume throughout this section that ∆ is divisible by 8. We omit all proofs in
this section due to space constraints.
Theorem 2. If G(A, B, ∆, E) has |A| = |B| = 2 then it can be edge colored with
3∆/2 colors.
Theorem 3. If G(A, B, ∆, E) has |A| = |B| = 3, then it can be edge colored
with 15∆/8 colors.
The next results show that our upper bound on the number of colors suﬃcient
to edge color 2 × 2 dynamic bipartite graphs is tight whereas there remains a gap
for 3 × 3 dynamic bipartite graphs.
Theorem 4. For any edge coloring algorithm, there exists a dynamic bipartite
graph G(A, B, ∆, E) where |A| = |B| = 2 for which the edge coloring requires at
least 3∆/2 colors.
Theorem 5. For any edge coloring algorithm, there exists a dynamic bipartite
graph G(A, B, ∆, E) where |A| = |B| = 3 such that the edge coloring algorithm
must use at least 7∆/4 colors.
The results of this section lead to the following question: How many colors
are necessary and suﬃcient to edge color all dynamic graphs with maximum
degree ∆ and o(∆2 ) nodes?
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A Lower Bound

Theorem 6. For any edge coloring algorithm, any ε > 0 and ∆ > 1/2ε, there
exists a dynamic bipartite graph with fewer than 1/ε2 nodes on each side that
requires the algorithm to use more than 2(1−ε)∆ colors.
Note that the lower bound on ∆ is necessary, since if ∆ ≤ 1/2ε then 2(1−
ε)∆ ≥ 2∆−1, and we can never force more than 2∆−1 colors.
Proof. In view of Theorems 4 and 5 we may assume ε < 18 , thus ∆ > 4 and
2(1−ε)∆ > 2(1 − 18 )4 > 7. Let us ﬁx ε and ∆ accordingly, put q = ε∆ and
let C be a set of 2(1−ε)∆ colors. We will construct a dynamic graph whose
edge coloring from C leads to a contradiction. The method employs a variation
of part of the proof of Theorem 1, and indeed by letting ∆ be a function of ε
one could deduce a weaker form of that theorem.
We consider ﬁrst the case in which 2ε∆ is even, thus equal to 2q; then
|C| = 2∆ − 2q. Let m = 1/ε < 8ε/7. Let X := {x1 , . . . , xm } be a set of m
left nodes and Y := {y1 , . . . , ym } a set of right nodes, each xi matched by ∆
parallel edges to yi . When these edges have been colored we choose A ⊂ C with
|A| = |C|/2 = ∆−q so as to maximize the number of edges colored by A. All
edges not colored from A are now removed.
Let s be the sum of the degrees of the nodes in X, so that s ≥ m∆|A|/|C| ≥
m∆/2 by choice of A. Since no node can have more than ∆−q incident edges
colored by A, we also have s ≤ m(∆−q) ≤ m∆ − ∆; thus there are at least ∆
places for new edges to be introduced, incident to nodes in X.
Next we consider a new node z1 on the right, adding a full complement of ∆
edges between z1 and X and then deleting all edges that did not get colored by
colors in A. Since at least ∆ − (|C|−|A|) = q of the edges incident to z1 must
have been A-colored, the degree sum s will increase by at least q.
We now repeat the operation with more right-hand nodes z2 , z3 , . . . , zt where
t = 4/7ε2 ≥ m/2ε. Then
s ≥ m∆/2 + tq
m
≥ m∆/2 + ε∆
2ε
≥ m∆ > m∆ − ∆ ,
an impossibility.
When 2ε∆ is odd, thus equal to 2q −1, we have to give away a bit more.
Then |C| = 2∆ − 2q + 1; and q ≥ 2 since by assumption 2ε∆ > 1, and it follows
that q−1 > 23 ε∆.
Let m = 3/2ε ≤ 13
8 ε, and select A as above but with |A| = ∆−q+1 > |C|/2.
We now have s > m∆/2 and s ≤ m|A| = m∆ − m(q−1) ≤ m∆ − (3/2ε)( 32 ε∆) ≤
m∆ − ∆, so again there are at least ∆ places for new edges to be introduced.
As before ∆ − (|C|−|A|) = q of the edges incident to each successive zi must
be colored by A, so the degree sum increases by at least q each time. Taking
t = 13/16ε2 > 2m/ε now causes the contradiction in the same manner as above.
✷
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A simpler version of the proof of Theorem 6 above shows that when ∆ is
large relative to 1/ε, we get a stronger but asymptotic result, namely that (1 +
o(1))/2ε2 nodes on a side suﬃce to force more than 2(1−ε)∆ colors.
A similar construction shows that for any edge coloring
algorithm, there is

a simple dynamic bipartite graph with |A| = |B| ≥ max 2(1−ε)∆, (1 + (1−ε)
ε ∆)
that requires the algorithm to use 2(1−ε)∆ colors.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a variety of results concerning the number of wavelength
interchangers needed in a wide-sense nonblocking k × k WDM cross-connect
by considering the problem of edge coloring dynamic graphs with maximum
degree ∆ = k. In particular, for the case of 2 wavelengths, the necessary and
suﬃcient number of wavelength interchangers is 3k/2. When there are 3 wavelengths, a lower bound of 7k/4 and an upper bound of 15k/8 was given. However
we showed that if there are about k 2 /4 or more wavelengths then 2k −1 wavelength interchangers are necessary. Thus in this case, the greedy algorithm is
optimal. Furthermore, this implies that weakening the nonblocking capability
from strictly nonblocking to wide-sense nonblocking does not reduce the number
of wavelength interchangers needed and hence does not reduce the cost of the
cross-connect. We have also shown that for any ε > 0 and k > 1/2ε, if there are
at least 1/ε2 wavelengths then 2(1−ε)k wavelength interchangers are necessary.
The major remaining question would be to determine the number of wavelength interchangers necessary and suﬃcient for such cross-connects supporting
o(k 2 ) wavelengths. In particular, it would be interesting to know the smallest number of wavelengths so that any wide-sense nonblocking k × k WDM
cross-connect supporting these wavelengths would require 2k−1 wavelength interchangers. We would also like to know whether it is true that for every ﬁxed
number of wavelengths, say Λ, there is some c < 2 such that there is a wide-sense
nonblocking k × k WDM cross-connect supporting Λ wavelengths with only ck
wavelength interchangers.
Along the lines of [18] one could consider using less powerful wavelength interchangers (e.g. those with the ability to swap only two wavelength channels
leaving the others ﬁxed) and ask how using such weaker wavelength interchangers
aﬀects the number of wavelength interchangers needed in a wide-sense nonblocking cross-connect.
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